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Abstract—Development of learning system in the network with the involvement of Massive Open Online Program (MOOCs) at the State University of Malang, is a priority scale. The open system is the fastest step in developing student’s ability to innovate. The study provides an analytical note 1) who the students of Malang State University are and how they have the integrity of an innovator after using the technology, 2) the online learning ecology blended at State University Malang. The first stage of the analysis of MOOCs was done by making a survey of three student forces with six research classes. The result was the development of MOOCs accelerated the emergence of contributor ideas so that the learners were facilitated to develop their ability to innovate.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Renewal of educational technology has become an agenda at Universitas Negeri Malang/State University of Malang. The innovations have adopted some technologies as in the early 90s by using email for learning, University LMS in 2009, online long distance education in the mid-2015, and it raised in 2016. The technology in various studies contributes to learning [1]–[3]. This article presented some of the latest findings from the Massive Open Online Program (MOOCs), and reflections on the changing environment of rapidly changing learning.

Life-based learning in the curriculum will be used by UM to improve student’s capability. Learn is not only to work alone and not limited by time [4]. Life-based learning explains that the learning environment can be a source of learning, thus allowing learners’ abilities and capabilities [5], [6]. In today’s life, whenever and wherever people can learn. Learning is a fundamental need of every human being [7]–[9].

The technology that makes it possible to build a learning environment in Life-based learning is MOOCs. The flexibility of the IT fusion system in learning using MOOCs [3], [10] needs to be developed by the UM to meet the learning needs. By macro, scientific interconnected with each other has even evolved towards transdisciplinary [11]–[13]. The open and integrated learning management system is a real cloud computing enabling students, faculty, managers, and the other users, in the learning age to be a learning entity. The dichotomy of science teaching and learners is almost nonexistent. Everyone shares and learns with various devices [11], [14], [15]. Integration is a solution to the fulfillment and enrichment of resources, media, strategies, assessment, evaluation and the other learning components. UM needs to build a policy in the learning age that is consistent and continuous to develop a transdisciplinary learning environment with IT Fusion system through a safe, convenient, high-quality and meaningful life-based learning management system.

MOOCs are the developments that serve as a benchmark for modern learning services. In general, research reasons only offer MOOC advantage in terms of ease, affordability and flexibility of learning access [16]–[21]. But in MOOCs research at the State University of Malang this time, to see the needs of MOOCs technology as an additional Learning Object on Learning Management System. The result of the research is a solution for UM to construct learners to have the capability as an innovator.

II. RESEARCH METHOD

The research was conducted by doing needs analysis through the data mining management on survey conducted on 180 students randomly at UM. The research instrument used was a questionnaire distributed by online. Master plan to learning network system is a strategic step in accommodating student activity in learning. The methods were performed to see the needs of students and the results of support network system development of UM shown at Fig. 1. The survey of content development was based on The Learning University philosophy of Lifelong education and lifelong learning, in essence, human beings are entitled to education and lifelong learning.
In accordance with the concept, all academicians at UM, lecturers, students, administrative staff, and technicians are subjects of learning and learning resources that must continuously learn to support the implementation of their daily tasks through an integrated learning system.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Learner’s Behavior

The students of State University of Malang from generation to generation have differences. These differences are based on the generation patterns [22]–[24]. Each generation has differences with respect to attitudes, work habits, and motivations and the others [25], [26]. State University of Malang must understand how to manage generation from time to time. It institutionally also must realize that the difference of generation is regarding knowledge, attitude and skill to use technology. It is impossible for UM to make assumptions of each individual, without having to pay attention to generational groups from time to time in the chronological order [23], [27], [28]. From the results of the survey data processed, the Z generation that also exists in UM has a good technology literacy and this case is in line with various studies (Fig. 2, Fig. 3, and Fig. 4). It is also important to note that generating thoughts and reviews on generations can be comprehensively obtained by understanding the differences in knowledge and attitudes toward the professions desired by each generation, as well as relating to the socioeconomic status of each generation of students in UM.

Research on the students of UM is an issue of character development. The strategic step that is necessary to be initiated is mapping the character of learners based on the general nature of each generation. Referring to humanist research [29]. This study was conducted by looking at the capability model with a survey of organizing capabilities as an Innovator [30]. Q1 asked 120 respondents: Are you constantly looking for new ideas, Q2 with the question: Do you constantly want to find new ways to do activities?, Q3 with the question: Are you constantly getting lots of new ideas and want to know him?, and Q4 with the question: Do you want to be the first one (in your community) with new ideas or new concepts? (Fig. 5). These questions were asked to know how often the behave as a character of innovators [30].
Development of learning should be directed to provide a basis for thinking and acting for students. The condition of learners must be in line so that the policy of the institution. Gaya learn students with character innovators as the basis for managing students from every generation [29], [31]–[35]. The development of the study of learning styles shows the development of more than 70 learning styles reported in hundreds of published studies from the educational and psychological research literature. According to Coffield et al. [29], even the most studied models have not been studied carefully, so they still require special attention from researchers in particular and institutions on a macro level. The development of MOOCs as a learning ecology is a research estuary. This research produced a learning ecology in the form of website with address of teknologipendidikan.org can be seen at Fig. 6.

Learning ecology is a learning network that can be built by members who actively contribute to learning can be seen at Fig. 7. Learning ecology of UM is a strategic step to accommodate student learning activities. The next generation of students needs a form of emerging technology that can be used easily and flexibly. The technology was developed using the effectiveness approach of various technological options. The case of ecology developed by Educational Technology Department has compared the technological approach with the effectiveness approach of various technological options. The case of ecology developed by Educational Technology Department has compared the technological approach with the design of messages to all learners. Generally all the results of media research studies used in classroom learning have no significant differences [39]–[42]. That is, in the positive thinking of learning ecology in the form of web with text, audio and video content, they are potentially used in tandem with classroom learning, because they do not cause differences in the design of messages to all learning styles of each generation of learners.

Ecology study at its core is a technology blended with learning of the emerging technology issues that have an impact on the success of online learning activities. Blended learning is a learning system that is considered the most appropriate for students. The effectiveness of online learning comparisons is better in current generations than in classroom learning [43], [44]. This case is because the online learning system is more interactive, either by itself in the form of blended learning. The system is capable of building initiatives for Gen X and Net Gen both in education, training, and professional education.

Students of UM viewed from class generation are more appropriate to utilize blended learning. This system provides development opportunities [45], [46]. In general, Gen X and Gen Net already have proficiency in online daily activities. Dziuban writes: Blended teaching and learning responds to the ability of new generations [47]. The students, born after 1980, have grown up with what they see and are interested in new technology. They are connected (mostly to one another) and proficient in the use of communication technology. This generation often sees what happens in the classroom as ancient and unattractive learning.

Analysis of support to the development of life-based learning system of UM institution requires vision, mission, and philosophy data associated with academic implementation. The academic data and its implications will generally be obtained from the organizers, lecturers and students. Information and communication technology (ICT) in learning, is a tool that supports the management of learning [48]. Information of vision, mission and philosophy of education in UM is needed as academic script material of ICT master plan of life-based learning. Development of learning on MOOCs system requires academic script with content as follows:

- Requiring support of vision, mission and institutional commitment in developing a system of learning in general.
- Organizing the learning of the MOOCs system requires the support of Philosophy underlying Teaching and Learning using ICT,
- Implementation of the education system cannot be separated from the needs of the generation.
- Implementation of life-based learning requires alignment with ICT design of State University of Malang.

IV. Conclusion

Selection of MOOCs system for students belonging to the new generation is a wise choice on the development of learners' capabilities. State University of Malang requires quick steps in building MOOCs connected with Learning Management
System. Needs State University of Malang in the the development of MOOCs as a means of managing the generation Z to be an innovative generation. Fast information for learners at the State University of Malang allows students to become contributors of ideas. This condition reinforces effective learning delivery theory through online systems [43], and the theory of learning through on-line technology is an effective teaching utilizing technology [35]. The results of the MOOC's development needs in enhancing innovative capabilities provided specific progress in the development of online and traditional study environment studies as has been done by Tallent-Runnels et al. [44]. At the same time the study provides an analytical note that learners in the online environment is not only effective but more innovative [6].

Networked learning systems with the Involvement of Massive Open Online Programs (MOOCs) at the State University of Malang are a strategic priority. Open systems are the fastest and most innovative step in the field of learning with online technology. The study provides an analytical note that aims to understand that 1) the user of the learning system is a student of State University of Malang, who has the capability to become contributors of ideas. This condition reinforces the need State University of Malang in the fast information development of MOOCs as a means of managing the development of MOOCs, “MOOCs motivation and communication in the cyber learning environment,” Procedia-Social Behav. Sci., vol. 131, pp. 29–32, 2015.
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